Ballistic impact onto flexible woven textile fabrics is a complicated multi-scale problem given the structural hierarchy of the materials, anisotropic material behavior, projectile geometry-fabric interactions, impact velocity and boundary conditions. Although this subject has been an active area of research for decades, the fundamental mechanisms, such as material failure, dynamic response and multi-axial loading occurring at the lower length scales during impact, are not well understood. This paper reviews the recent advances in modeling and experiments of Kevlar ballistic fibrils, fibers, yarns and flexible woven textile fabrics pertinent to the deformation modes occurring during impact and serves to identify topics worthy of further investigation that will advance the basic understanding of the phenomena governing transverse impact. This review also explores aspects such as homogeneous versus heterogeneous behavior of yarns consisting of individual fibers and the inelastic transverse behavior of the fiber, which is not considered in the previous review papers on this topic.
High-performance aramid (Kevlar Õ , Twaron Õ ) and polyethylene (PE; Spectra Õ , Dyneema Õ ) fibers are widely used in ballistic impact applications, such as soft body armor 1,2 and gas turbine engine containment systems, 3 in the form of flexible textile fabrics. The textile fabrics are also used as a backing material in an armor system with a ceramic strike face. A generic fabric armor system subjected to impact and some of the physically observed mechanisms and deformation modes in the fabric are shown in Figure 1 . Impact velocities lower than the wave speed of the material are the typical range for armor backings. Hence, shock wave effects are not considered in this review. The impact response is often dependent on the projectile geometry, impact velocity, material behavior and boundary conditions. Generally speaking, the fabric layers closer to the impact site are subjected to local transverse compression and shear and the layers in the rear are loaded in in-plane tension.
The textile fabrics possess a hierarchical multi-scale architecture from fibrils to fibers to yarns (tows) to multi-layer fabrics, as shown in Figure 2 (a). Kevlar (p-phenylene terephthalamide, PPTA) is an aromatic polyamide (i.e., aramid) type polymeric material. In the aromatic structure of the Kevlar chain, adjacent phenylene rings are connected through the amide group (see Figure 2 ), while the phenylene rings stay preferably in trans-stereo-isomeric conformation. The foundational element of Kevlar fiber is the crystalline lattice. Figures 2(b) and (c) shows the orthorhombic PPTA crystal structure proposed by Northolt and Van Aartsen, 8 Northolt 9 and Tashiro et al. 10 This unit cell contains two molecular repeating units per crystal lattice, one at the center of the cell and four one-fourths at each corner of the cell. In the bc lattice plane, hydrogen bonds are formed between the neighboring NH and CO end groups due to the close proximity of the chains. In the ab plane, there is no hydrogen bonding between the chains; the only interactions are non-bonded van der Waals (vdW) and coulombic. In terms of bonding strength, vdW and coulombic interaction are weaker than the hydrogen bond and hydrogen bonds are weaker than the covalent bond that exists between different atoms in the chain. Therefore, from a mechanics perspective, the crystal is anisotropic and is stronger in the c-axis, weaker in the b-axis and weakest in the a-axis. In the hierarchical scale, the crystals evolve into macromolecules/fibrils and the fibrils evolve into filaments/fibers. Therefore, the fiber properties are Figure 1 . Mechanisms, deformation and failure modes in a generic fabric armor at multiple length scales: (a) multiple fabric layers impacted (figure courtesy of Chocron et al. 4 ); (b) yarn pull out from fabric edges during ballistic impact testing (figure courtesy of Nilakantan et al. 5 ); (c) yarn pull out from fabric edges predicted by homogenized yarn model (figure courtesy of Nilakantan et al. 6 ); (d) slipping through of a sharp nosed projectile; (e) spherical projectile caught by the fabric (figure courtesy of Nilakantan et al. 5 ); (f) longitudinal and transverse wave propagation in a yarn, transverse compression and shear; (g) fiber-fiber interactions -spreading and flattening of fibers within a yarn 7 ; (h) fibrillated failure of Kevlar KM2 single fiber.
superior in the oriented fiber direction compared to the transverse direction. Kevlar fibers have a thermal decomposition temperature of $500 C 11 due to the high stability of aromatic structures.
PE fibers are made up of extremely long chains of PE (monomer unit > 250,000 per molecule). The chains become highly oriented along the fiber axis during the deformation process induced by shear, compression or tension. At the crystal level, PE exhibits three types of unit cell -orthorhombic, monoclinic and hexagonal.
12- 15 The orthorhombic unit cell is by far the most common. Each orthorhombic unit cell contains a complete ethylene unit from one chain segment and part of four others from surrounding chain segments, for a total of two per unit cell. The precise morphology of fibers is a function of many factors, including the structure prior to deformation and the process by which orientation was achieved. The molecular alignment developed during orientation strongly influences the properties of the resulting products; higher levels of orientation magnify the anisotropic response to external forces. Unlike Kevlar, the melting temperature of PE is low ($145 C). 16 Prevorsek et al. 16 reported that the projectile fiber frictional interactions result in an increase in temperature at the projectile/armor interface above the melting point of high-performance PE fiber. However, they noted that due to the short time scale during ballistic impact, the temperature rise is limited to a very small region and its effects on the armor performance cannot be detected. Predicting the mechanical and impact response of these materials and thus designing the protective/containment system is a challenge. The impact experiments on yarns and fabrics are not only expensive but also complicated due to the fiber-fiber and yarn-yarn interactions. Therefore, a combined numerical modeling and experimental approach is typically adopted to understand the system response. With advances in experimental techniques and computational power, some of the recent researches have focused on understanding the fundamental mechanisms during impact, particularly at lower length scales.
The review papers published on this topic include the works by Cheeseman and Bogetti, 17 Tabiei and Nilakantan 18 and David et al. 19 These review papers introduce the key factors that influence the ballistic performance of fabrics from a multi-scale perspective such that the fabrics comprised of woven yarns can be modeled as a homogeneous orthotropic elastic material and that tensile properties in the yarn direction govern dynamic response during impact. There have been limited reviews on the responsible mechanisms associated with different length scales where yarns are considered as heterogeneous (e.g., KM2 600 denier yarn has 400 hundred individual fibers), fibers within an impacted yarn are loaded non-uniformly, subjected to multi-axial loading and failure is governed by the inelastic transverse behavior of the fiber. The goal of this paper is to review the recent research in modeling and experiments of important mechanisms and deformation modes of these materials (primarily focused on plain woven aramid fabrics) at different length scales. The theory of transverse impact is first reviewed. Then the impact experiments and mechanical characterization experiments at different length scales relevant to the deformation modes experienced by the material during impact are discussed. Finally, modeling of ballistic fibrils to multi-layer fabrics is reviewed. The authors recognize the complexity of penetration mechanics of armor, 20 which will not be considered in detail here.
Theory of transverse impact

Transverse impact: classical Smith theory
The theory of transverse impact onto a homogenous yarn, shown in Figure 3 , was developed by Smith et al. 21, 22 The transverse impact initiates a longitudinal strain wave that propagates at a speed given by c ¼ ffiffi ffi E q and a transverse wave ('V' shaped) that propagates with a speed an order of magnitude lower than the longitudinal wave. The angle made by the transverse wave (Lagrangian transverse speed U) with the horizontal is a constant for the region 0 x Ut. That is, the transverse wave is a straight line assuming tension as the only restoring force in the fiber for this analytical solution.
It is noted that the one-dimensional (1D) analytical solution for transverse impact onto a fiber or a homogenous yarn 21, 23 assumes linear elastic small strains with tension in the fiber as the only restoring force and long fibers (to avoid complications of wave reflections). The boundary condition is constant velocity (V) impact at a point. Therefore, they do not consider the effect of projectile geometry, interlaminar shear (in the plane of fiber direction-impact direction) or the wave propagation through the thickness of the fibers that are loaded in compression directly under the impactor.
The strain (implicitly) in the fiber behind the longitudinal wave and the Euler transverse wave speed are given by equations (1) and (2)
where " is the strain in the fiber and V is the impact velocity. The transverse wave speed increases when it interacts with a reflected longitudinal wave. 22 Alternately, the transverse wave speed c s , derived by Cole et al. 24 and Wang 25 for the case c s ( c, is given by
The 'V' angle made by the transverse wave with the horizontal direction, as shown in Figure 3 , is given by equation (4) 26
Classical theory (equation (1)) predicts an impact velocity of 849 m/s to break the fiber for a failure strain of 3.55% for Kevlar KM2 fiber. 1 It should be noted that breaking speed is defined as the speed at which the fiber/yarn fails immediately upon contact with the projectile. Although experimental breaking speed for single fibers is not reported in the literature to our knowledge, breaking speeds for yarns (KM2, Dyneema Õ SK-65 and PBO Õ ) reported by Walker and Chocron 27 are up to 40% lower than the classical breaking speed.
Transverse impact: modified theory
Walker and Chocron 27 extended the classical Smith theory to account for large strains using the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress measure in the undeformed configuration. For the small strain case their solution is given by
where E 11 is the axial component of the Green strain. This extension still assumes axial tensile modulus and density are the only properties affecting the solution. The experimental observations of lower breaking speed for yarns compared to the classical theoretical speed is explained as due to the waves from the edges of the flat faced projectile that interacts at the center of the yarn. Also, homogenized yarn computational models showed bounce of the yarn in front of the projectile 4,28 due to elastic collision. Therefore, a relationship is derived between the impact velocity, bounce velocity and strain in the material for a flat faced projectile. 27 When the bounce velocity is equal to the impact velocity, the breaking speed is predicted to be 11% less than the classical breaking speed. However, when the bounce velocity is twice the impact velocity (upper bound for an elastic collision), the breaking speed is predicted to be lowered up to 40% due to the increase in the axial strain. It should be noted that bouncing of the yarn (in KM2 and Dyneema Õ ) is not observed experimentally. This study clearly shows that the interactions between the impactor and fibers are important factors governing failure of the fiber as well as the experimental set-up required for accurate characterization.
It should be noted that classical theory and modified theory do not differentiate between a single fiber and a yarn, as they consider only axial tensile loads and the longitudinal wave speed. As will be discussed later, the transverse impact of a yarn consisting of many interacting fibers is very different. Although the 1D solution provides an understanding of wave propagation during impact, a more thorough model is needed to understand the fabric system response. Phoenix and Porwal 29, 30 developed an analytical solution for a twodimensional (2D) isotropic membrane impacted by a cylindrical projectile. Their solution provided good agreement with the multi-ply fabric experimental data of Cunniff 31 and closely followed Cunniff's empirical curves. However, a fabric-based membrane is orthotropic and idealizing fabric architecture as a membrane does not allow the lower length scale energy absorbing mechanisms to be modeled accurately (e.g. yarn compression, yarn pull-out, windowing and friction between yarns and impactor, etc.).
Cunniff equation
Cunniff 31 empirically related the ballistic performance of the armor system (both fabrics and composites of different areal densities) to the fiber mechanical properties, specifically the product of fiber-specific toughness and acoustic wave speed given by
where V 50 is the ballistic limit, A d is the areal density, A p is the projectile presented area, m p is the projectile mass, f is the fiber tensile failure strength, " f is the fiber tensile failure strain, f is the fiber density and E f is the fiber tensile modulus assuming the fiber behavior is linear elastic. He plotted V 50 against the dimensionless parameter that relates the projectile characteristics to the armor configuration
and showed good correlation with equation (7) for different armor systems, except ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) spectra. It is argued that this deviation may be due to the lower melting point of the thermoplastic spectra fibers. 1 These models also assume that transverse compression of the fibers does not contribute to energy absorption or degrade the fiber tensile strength and does not account for the statistical nature of fiber failure. Table 1 shows the Cunniff velocity (equation (7)) and theoretical breaking speed (equation (1)) for some common ballistic fibers with properties from Kim et al. 1 It is seen that the theoretical breaking speed is much higher than the Cunniff velocity. While Smith's equation 1 depends on the wave speed and failure strain, Cunniff's equation depends on the wave speed and the fiber-specific toughness and thus is more realistic.
The relationship between the yarn mechanical properties to the ballistic performance of a multi-layer fabric is complex 32 and it is important to consider the compressive properties, temperature, fiber-fiber friction and layer-layer interactions. Based on V 50 (defined in the next section) testing, Cunniff's equation is found to be in agreement for Kevlar fibers with low failure strain (3.6-4.4%), which showed fibrillated failure. 32 However, Cunniff's equation is not in agreement for experimental poly(ethylene naphthalate) (PEN) fibers with high failure strain (8-18%), which showed melting, 32 and UHMWPE composites, 33 which showed a shear strength-dependent ballistic limit. It should be noted that melting and shear was not a mechanism considered by Cunniff.
While the analytical models provide useful insights and indicate the relative ballistic performance of fibers, they do not account for many other contributing factors, including compressive properties, interlaminar shear, strain rate effects, fiber-specific failure modes, projectile-fiber interactions, the effect of projectile geometry, fiber-fiber and yarn-yarn interactions, three-dimensional (3D) stress states, multi-axial loadings and so on. To understand these effects, one must consider modeling and experiments of these deformation mechanisms at the appropriate length scales.
Experiments on fibrils, fibers, yarns and fabrics
At the fabric macro length scale, National Institute of Justice (NIJ) standard 0101.06 34 provides minimum performance requirements and test methods for the ballistic resistance of body armor. The V 50 ballistic limit is one of the widely used measures of characterizing the ballistic performance of armor systems and is defined as the velocity at which the projectile is expected to perforate the armor 50% of the time. The V 50 ballistic limit is determined through an experimental statistical evaluation of the armor system without consideration of material response at lower length scales. Consequently, due to the complexity of ballistic impact onto flexible materials involving multiple layers and length scales, experiments conducted at lower length scales can isolate the underlying mechanisms and provide a better understanding. These experiments can then be used to validate the numerical models at the same length scales. This section reviews some of the ballistic impact experiments on fabrics and mechanical characterization experiments on these materials at different length scales and strain rates.
Fabric length scale experiments
The textile fabrics can be woven from yarns in many different styles. Dong and Sun 35 list five different styles of plain woven Kevlar fabrics using different Kevlar fibers with their axial modulus. For example, Kevlar K706 fabric consists of KM2 fibers, 600 denier yarns and 34 yarns per inch in the warp and weft directions. The K706 fabric has a thickness of 0.23 mm and a span of 0.747 mm. Traditionally, ballistic impact experiments on the fabric systems focused on the relationship between the impact velocity and residual velocity for a given projectile and determining the V 50 ballistic limit. However, some of the recent work looked at understanding the wave propagation, failure mechanisms related to projectile geometry and progressive fiber failure, as discussed below.
A qualitative description of the fabric impact mechanics is provided by Cunniff. 36 Longitudinal and transverse waves develop and propagate in the yarns in a fabric that are in direct contact with the projectile during impact. The longitudinal waves in the primary yarns drive the longitudinal waves in the secondary yarns, as shown in Figure 4 , thus providing an effective transverse impact on the secondary 37, 38 based on their measured strains in the secondary yarns consistent with Cunniff's description. They measured strains in a multi-layer Kevlar fabric during ballistic impact by embedding nickel-chromium (NiCr) wires in the secondary yarns. NiCr high-resistivity wire has the property to change its resistance (and voltage) due to applied strains. The pyramid transverse wave propagation during the impact of a flexible fabric is experimentally observed for both traditional fabrics 28 and unidirectional fibers held together by a polyurethane matrix (Dyneema Õ HB80). 39 The transverse wave speed, unlike longitudinal wave speed, depends on both material properties (longitudinal wave speed) and loading conditions (impact velocity) and is confirmed by these experiments. The wave propagation information can thus be used to validate the fabric properties of a fabric length scale model.
The projectile geometry not only affects the ballistic limit, but also plays a major role on the energy absorption behavior and failure mechanisms. [40] [41] [42] [43] Yarn pullout is reported most for hemispherical and least for ogival and conical projectiles, as they can slip through the fibers due to their sharp nose, as shown in Figure 1 (d). Fibrillation is a predominant failure mechanism for sharp nosed projectiles where splitting of fiber occurs along and perpendicular to their length. This fibrillation is attributed to the breaking of secondary hydrogen bonds in aramid fibers. 40 Frictional mechanisms, including fiber breakage at the yarn cross-overs, flattening and rupture of fibers and yarn pull out, are also physically observed. 40 Severe flattening of fibers is observed for a hemispherical and flat headed projectile impact. 40 Significant transverse permanent deformation of the fibers is observed from post failure investigation of impacted fabrics. 44, 45 In a multi-layer plain woven fabric system, the first few layers are subjected to transverse shear and compression. 36 While the fibers in the front layer closer to the impact site are found to fail in the shear failure mode due to the edge of a cylindrical flat ended projectile, fibers in the rear layer display fibrillation due to tensile failure. 46 Projectile obliquity is also found to influence the ballistic limit. 47 These experimental observations on projectile geometry-dependent failure mechanisms are critical in setting up lower length scale experiments to better understand these interactions.
Several researchers report the influence of boundary conditions on the impact response of fabric systems 36, 48, 49 and also note slippage of fabric from clamped edges. 49, 50 In general, slippage leads to a decrease in primary yarn tension, resulting in higher energy absorption than without slippage. Parsons et al. 50 report the usage of knurled clamps to minimize slipping of the fabric. The nature and manufacturing of the textile fabrics and armor system allows infinite possibilities of configurations to achieve optimum ballistic performance through a materials-bydesign approach. The fabric weave type, 51, 52 weave density, 53 number of filaments 54 and hybrid fabric panels 55 are some of the design variables that affect the ballistic performance.
To gain more insight into the fabric deformation behavior, researchers conducted mechanical characterization experiments, including quasi static (QS) and dynamic tension, in-plane shear and transverse compression tests. A bilinear load displacement uniaxial response -a low modulus decrimping region followed by a high modulus elongation regime -is observed for silica nanoparticle impregnated fabrics. 56 The deformation in a fabric is governed by yarn interactions at the cross-over points. While the yarns in the direction of tensile loading straighten, orthogonal yarns undergo additional crimping. This phenomenon is often referred as crimp interchange. A strain rate-dependent stiffness, strength and failure strain is exhibited by Twaron and Kevlar fabrics. 57, 58 While the stiffness and strength increased with strain rate, failure strain decreased, with brittle failure at high strain rates and a combination of brittle failure and plastic deformation at low strain rates. The energy absorption at high strain rates is significantly lower than at low strain rates. This is attributed to the intermolecular slippage and plastic flow at low strain rates resulting in more energy absorption.
Fibers directly underneath the projectile and at yarn cross-over points are expected to have substantial transverse stresses. 59 The transverse stresses may be amplified depending on specific boundary conditions, for example multi-layer impact scenarios with surrogate backing, which constrain the yarn out-of-plane displacements. 60 However, there is limited investigation of transverse properties of ballistic fabrics in the literature.
A nonlinear force displacement response with increasing stiffness is observed for QS transverse compression tests on 28 plies of Kevlar KM2 fabric. 60 A bilinear load displacement response is observed during a static transverse indentation of Kevlar fabrics with an initially compliant response due to the decrimping of yarns and a stiffer response due to the stretching of yarns. 56, 61 In-plane fabric shear, necessary for the homogenized membrane fabric model, is typically determined through a picture frame test. [62] [63] [64] The fabric length scale impact experiments reviewed in this section indicate complicated failure modes and mechanisms observed, including transverse shear and compression of the initial layers, pyramidal wave propagation, yarn pull out, inter-yarn friction, progressive fiber failure, slipping through of the sharp nosed projectiles and fibrillation. Other fabric length scale mechanical characterization experiments discussed above also reveal complicated mechanisms occurring at lower length scales, such as crimp interchange, strain rate-dependent properties and failure. Lower length scale modeling and experiments are needed to better understand these mechanisms. For instance, to study the effect of different fabric architecture and inter-yarn friction, yarn length scale modeling resolution is required. This, in turn, necessitates yarn length scale experiments to characterize the yarn behavior needed as input to the numerical models.
Yarn length scale experiments
A yarn consists of a bundle of minimally twisted fibers with fiber counts in the range of 100-10,000. The yarns differ in denier, number of filaments and tenacity. Denier is yarn weight in grams per 9000 m 11 and tenacity is force in grams required to break a yarn. 19 For example, a Kevlar KM2 600 denier yarn consists of 400 individual fibers. The transverse impact experiments reported in the literature are at the yarn length scale 26 and fabric length scale, 40 as it is extremely challenging to capture real time information at the fiber (micron) length scale. The dominant role and contribution of principal yarns (yarns directly in contact with the projectile) to energy absorption and projectile deceleration is reported by several researchers. 17, 65 Fibers belonging to the principal yarns directly underneath the impact and at yarn cross-overs are subjected to significant transverse compressive stresses.
The current state-of-the-art experimental capabilities in yarn transverse impact testing does not have the spatial resolution to track individual single fiber (KM2 fiber is 12.0 mm in diameter) deformations in real time. The high-speed camera imaging allows measuring transverse wave speed and the failure mode. The transverse wave propagation speed is measured, assuming the yarn to be homogeneous (that is, individual fiber-fiber interactions are not considered). The transverse wave velocity from Smith theory (equation (2)) is shown to match approximately with the experimentally measured velocity for different yarns, including KM2, Dyneema HB80 and PBO. 28 The experimentally measured Euler transverse wave speeds and transverse wave angles increase nonlinearly with impact velocity, as shown in Figure 5 (a), using a wave speed of 7639 m/s for Kevlar KM2 yarns. 26 The influence of the presence of 20% matrix in a UHMWPE Dyneema HB80 strip is argued to slow down the wave speed c ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi
q by a factor of 0.91, where M is the mass per unit length, T is the tensile force and " is the strain. 39 This wave propagation information can be used to validate the properties of a yarn length scale model. Most recently, Song and Lu 66 noted that fibers are impacted progressively along the thickness direction (see Figure 5 (b)) based on their KM2 yarn transverse impact experiments. They further noted that 'yarn behaves simply as a group of individual fibers instead of a solid component bundling all fibers'. While the transverse wave in aramid yarns appears to make a sharp transition at the horizontal direction for a sharp edge impact (fragment simulating projectile (FSP)), curvature and bending of the fibers are observed for a blunt nosed projectile impact, as shown in Figures 5(c) and (d) .
The yarns failed in a transmitted stress wave mode (after the development of a transverse V wave) for lowimpact energies or a shear 'plug' mode for high-impact energies. 68 It is also found that aramid fibers failed in fibrillation and UHMWPE fibers failed in shear with shear bands and melt damage. Aramid yarns showed increased specific energy absorption at low-impact energies than at high-impact energies due to increased fibrillation at low-impact energies. However, UHMWPE yarns showed an opposite trend with higher energy absorption at higher impact energy. In general, experimentally observed breaking velocity of yarns is much smaller than the theoretical breaking velocity. 27 This is attributed to the projectile-fiber interactions, multi-axial loading and progressive and statistical nature of fiber failure which, is not accounted for in the analytical solution, as discussed earlier. 67 The QS yarn behavior and strength has been investigated by several researchers; 48, [71] [72] [73] [74] it can feed into homogenized yarn resolution models, discussed later. In general, a linear behavior is displayed by the yarns and a lower strength is observed at higher gage lengths. The yarns also exhibit a statistical distribution in strength due to inherent strength distribution and misalignment of the fibers leading to progressive filament failure at different locations of the gage length. 72 Dynamic yarn tensile tests are often conducted using a split Hopkinson tension bar. Dynamic tensile testing of yarns indicated weak dependence of strength on strain rate (800 s -1 ) for Kevlar and a strong dependence for Twaron and Zylon fibers. 75 In another study, an increase in modulus, strength and failure strain is observed at a strain rate of 480 s -1 compared to QS for Twaron yarns. 73 In addition, for Twaron yarns, longer fibrils are observed at low strain rates and shorter fibrils at high strain rates, which are explained due to inter-chain slippage secondary bond failure and primary bond failure, respectively. 73 A similar increase in the tensile properties is observed for Kevlar 49 yarns for strain rates in the range of 20 to 100 s -1 .
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The strength, strain energy and failure mechanism of poly para-phenylene terephthalamide (PPTA) and UHMWPE fiber bundles are more strongly dependent on the fiber microstructure and morphology than the strain rate. 76 Fibrillation is the failure mechanism for PPTA fibers at both low and high strain rates, whereas crazing is the dominant mechanism for UHMWPE fibers at high strain rates. Some yarns show strong rate-dependent tensile properties, while others show weak dependence. These results clearly show that the properties strongly depend on the microstructure and morphology of the fibers that require further investigation. QS 5,77-82 and dynamic yarn pull out, 83, 84 influence of twist 85 and inter yarn friction 86 studies are other experiments conducted at the yarn length scale to understand the energy absorption during impact. Most of the yarn transverse impact experiments reported in the literature are focused on determining the transverse wave velocity and the 'V' angle from the images obtained. Both the transverse impact and mechanical yarn characterization experiments treated yarn as a homogeneous material. However, the experiments indicate the failure modes and mechanisms are governed by fiber-fiber interactions, fiber properties and microstructure. To better understand the fundamental mechanisms during impact, research in the direction of understanding fiber-fiber interactions, failure initiation and propagation and post-failure investigation is needed.
Fiber length scale experiments
High-performance polymer fibers lend themselves to ballistic applications due to their superior specific strength, specific modulus and energy absorbing properties. The properties of an aramid (Kevlar KM2) and a PE (Spectra 900) single fiber are listed in Table 2 . These fibers, in general, exhibit transverse isotropy with linear elastic behavior in longitudinal tension and nonlinear inelastic behavior in transverse (diametral) compression. 87, 88 There is an increasing interest to understand the strain rate-dependent tensile response of ballistic fibers as they are subjected to high strain rates during impact. QS and dynamic single fiber tensile tests 88, [91] [92] [93] [94] are often used to characterize the fibers in axial tension. Most of the recent researches on dynamic fiber tensile testing are conducted using a miniaturized Kolksy bar. 88 The PPTA fibers, in general, show a strain rate-dependent strength behavior. In addition, the fibers exhibit gage length dependent strength, statistical distribution of strengths and diameter dependent strength at high strain rates. 95, 96 Kim et al. 95 measured an increase of 14% average tensile strength at high strain rate (HSR) loading (103 s -1 ) compared with QS loading for Kevlar 29 fibers. However, Cheng et al. 88 showed that the longitudinal tensile properties of Kevlar KM2 fibers are insensitive to strain rates. Fibrillation is observed as the main failure mode for both QS and HSR loading. Figure 1(h) shows the image of a fibrillated Kevlar KM2 fiber subjected to QS tension. UHMWPE fibers also display a strain rate-dependent strength behavior. 97 For instance, Dyneema SK76 fibers exhibited an overall increase in tensile strength with strain rates (1-103 s -1 ). A transition from viscoelastic to elastic behavior is exhibited by the fibers from low to high strain rates with fibrillation at high strain rates. Even with these experiments, failure initiation and propagation leading to final failure of a single fiber is not well understood. Similar to yarn axial tensile results, these single fiber results also show that the properties strongly depend on the microstructure and morphology of the fibers that require further investigation.
Researchers recognized the importance of understanding deformation modes (see Figure 6 ) other than axial tension that are occurring during an impact. Several researchers have investigated the single fiber transverse compression response of Kevlar fibers, including Kawabata, 98 Singletary et al. 99 ,100 and Cheng et al. 87 and limited investigations on UHMWPE fibers. 101 The experimental results reported by these researchers indicate that fibers exhibit nonlinear and inelastic response under large compressive strains. While Cheng et al. 87 compared this nonlinear behavior to the Mullin's effect in rubber materials, Singletary et al. 100 attributed the observed force deflection pattern for staple fibers as cracking of the fiber, followed by closing of the cracks under compression that leads to the overall inelastic response. They also hypothesized transverse yielding followed by fibrillation for the force deflection pattern observed for 1.5 denier Kevlar 29 fibers. These fibers exhibit nonlinear inelastic behavior in transverse compression with a small transverse elastic limit. 102, 103 Wollbrett-Blitz et al. 103 determined the transverse compression elastic limit for Kevlar 29 fibers as 0.25 N/mm, below which no permanent deformation was observed. However, most of the finite element (FE) modeling reported in the literature at different length scales (fiber, yarn and fabric) assumes a transversely isotropic linear elastic behavior for the material. The role of inelastic transverse compression fiber behavior during impact is not well understood.
The general approach adopted to estimate the transverse modulus is to use the load-displacement measurements in conjunction with the elastic small strain analytical solution based on the Hertzian contact models between parallel plates. 105, 106 An elastic modulus of 1.34 AE 0.35 GPa and 2.45 AE 0.40 GPa is estimated for KM2 87 and Kevlar 29 99 fibers, respectively. Both geometric and material nonlinearities are embedded in the material response, requiring the measurement of contact width to determine the accurate material behavior. However, the difficulty associated with the measurement of contact width for smaller fiber diameters is noted by Cheng et al. 87 and Kotani et al. 107 For larger fiber diameters, Pinnock et al. 108 estimated the transverse elastic moduli and Poisson's ratio using the analytical solution for diametral compression 109 and contact width. 106 The observed force displacement behavior and large residual strains in transverse compression can be a significant energy absorption mechanism in ballistic impact applications. Although there is some understanding of the QS transverse compression response of fibers, the HSR response and the role of transverse properties during impact is not well understood.
The analytical treatment of classical theory, discussed earlier, assumes axial tension is the only force in the fiber. However, experimentally observed curvature in the transverse deflection of a fabric and weaving process may induce axial compression and shear. Single fiber axial compressive moduli and strength for different high-performance fibers, including Kevlar KM2 (0.68 GPa), is reported by Leal et al. 89 (see Figure 6 (c)). Fibers are found to have different moduli in compression than in tension (Ec/Et ¼ 0.61 for KM2) . Kevlar KM2 fibers in elastic loop experiments (see Figure 6 (d)) loaded in flexure are damaged in compression through the formation of kink-bands that causes fibrillation of the fiber microstructure. Micro cracking and fibrillation due to kink bands in Kevlar KM2 fibers are also observed, resulting in a 10% loss in tenacity. 110 The aramid Kevlar fibers also have finite longitudinal shear moduli, 29 GPa for Kevlar 29 111 and 24.4 GPa for Kevlar KM2, 88 based on the torsional pendulum experiment 112 (see Figure 6 (b)). While most of the literature on the impact of flexible textile composites focuses on tension (axial loading), the consideration of bending and its effects is limited.
The multi-axial stress state of the fiber is expected under ballistic conditions. However there have been limited studies on the multi-axial loading response of fibers in the literature. Cheng et al. 87 investigated the response of Kevlar KM2 fibers for bi-axial loading conditions by conducting both longitudinal tensile tests after transverse compression and transverse compression tests after longitudinal tension. They reported insignificant degradation of tensile strength after transversely compressing the fibers to a nominal strain of 0.48, thus allowing the fibers to resist impact loading. Their results on the latter tests indicated longitudinal pre-tension increases the transverse stiffness for nominal strains greater than 0.1. In a later study, Lim et al. 96 reported a reduction of about 10% tensile strength (tested at a strain rate of 1500 s -1 ) for Kevlar and Kevlar 129 fibers after being transversely compressed to about 80% of the fiber diameter.
They also reported a significant 50% reduction in tensile strength for imperfectly compressed fibers due to misaligned grips. The effect of fibrillation caused by transverse and axial compression on longitudinal shear is not well understood. A finite longitudinal shear stiffness results in a flexural wave during impact and is discussed later.
The effect of twisting of fibers caused by weaving on their strength is recently studied by longitudinal testing after pre-twisting. 113 The study indicates that at low and intermediate rates, the Kevlar KM2 fibers retained 95% of its tensile strength for a preloaded shear strain of 0.15. However, for shear strains greater than 0.15 a drastic reduction in the tensile strength of the fibers (30% retention in strength at a shear strain of 0.45) is observed due to the surface flaws. A 20% decrease in strength for warp fibers at all high strain rates compared to unwoven (virgin) fibers and a 35% decrease in strength at QS strain rate 114 is observed. Hudspeth et al. 115 also observed a similar reduction in tensile strength of Dyneema SK76 fibers subjected to torsional strains and developed a biaxial torsion-tension failure surface. The tensile strength of pre-torsioned fibers is found to be slightly higher at high strain rates than QS loading. These initial experimental studies clearly show the significant effects of multi-axial loading on failure and may serve as input to fiber-level resolution models to accurately predict failure.
Hudspeth et al. 116 examined the failure surfaces of KM2 and Dyneema Õ SK76 single fibers subjected to different indenters and failure angles (range of 0-50 deg), including a razor blade, 0.30 caliber FSP and a round indenter. They observed a shear failure with minimal axial splitting of the fiber for a razor blade indenter and a fibrillation dominated failure for a round indenter for all tested angles. The FSP indenter showed a transition in the fracture surface from fibrillation failure at low angles to shear failure at high angles. Their study also showed approximately constant failure strain for a razor blade and round indenters, whereas there were decreasing failure strains for the FSP indenter with increasing angles. Hudspeth et al. 117 showed a reduction in the KM2 fiber failure strain due to the multi-axial stress state and local stress concentration induced by the fiber angle around the FSP indenter.
Although traditionally fiber failure during impact is thought to be tensile dominated, recent research as reviewed in this section looked at other deformation modes, including transverse compression, longitudinal shear and multi-axial loading. Characterization of fibers at different loading conditions and strain rates are essential to understand and accurately predict fiber failure during impact. However, there is limited research on the strain rate-dependent multi-axial loading response of ballistic fibers. One of the reasons is that the fiber length scale experiments are challenging due to the associated micron length scale and short time scales. Numerical modeling can help not only to understand the complicated experimental results, but also guide the specimen design for the development of new experimental methods. Fibrillation is a predominant failure mode observed not only in single fiber testing but also in dynamic yarn tensile testing and fabrics subjected to impact. The fiber microstructure needs to be studied to better understand this failure mode.
Ballistic fibrils
The fibrillar core-shell structure of Kevlar aramid fibers based on PPTA has been studied by various researchers. 118, 119 An atomic force microscopy (AFM) phase image of a Kevlar KM2 fiber obtained by McAllister et al. 120 is reproduced in Figure 2 . The fibril diameters are in the range of 100-200 nm for Kevlar 49 1, 21 fibers and 10-50 nm for Kevlar KM2 fibers. 120 Nanoindentation techniques are used to characterize the 3D properties of Kevlar KM2, 119, 122 considering the influence of fibril-level heterogeneity on properties. The local compressive elastic moduli are dependent on the number of fibrils loaded by the nano-indentor. Using this technique, an indenter size-independent value of 6.2 AE 1.0 GPa is measured for the local transverse modulus. The measured local transverse modulus is about four times higher than the transverse modulus (1.34 GPa) measured at the fiber length scale (see Table 2 ). This is because the local modulus is measured using the unloading slope of a number of fibrils that were permanently deformed. It should also be noted, in transverse compression at the fiber length scale, the fiber displays negligible strain recovery upon unloading. Using similar nano-indentation techniques, Cole and Strawhecker 123 reported local mechanical properties for four fibers, namely KM2Plus, Twaron, AuTx and Dyneema.
The nanoindentation and nanoscratch 124, 125 studies are also important to understand the energy absorbing mechanisms in particle impregnated fabrics using shear thickening fluid, 126 silica nanoparticles 56, 127 and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), 128 among others, to improve the impact performance. These studies use probes that effectively mimic the contact in the particle-fiber and reveal the effects of fundamental particle-fiber interactions on the energy dissipative mechanisms, such as friction and particle gouging. For instance, a number of fibrillar deformation mechanisms in KM2 were identified to optimize the specific energy of indentation and scratching, such as transverse compression of fibrils, axial fibril tension and inter-fibril shear and friction. 124 The apparent friction (defined as the ratio of lateral scratch force to normal indentation force) is reported 120 to increase up to $300% higher than the Kevlar yarnyarn friction of 0.2-0.3. Through these studies, apparent fiber-fiber and yarn-yarn friction were identified as the key energy dissipative mechanisms due to increased apparent friction associated with particle gouging.
UHMWPE is made up of extremely long chains of PE (monomer unit > 250,000 per molecule) with a hierarchy of sizes. Macro-fibrils 129 consist of bundles of micro-fibrils, which in turn are composed of bundles of nano-fibrils. Nano-fibrils consist of stacks of crystallites separated by thin non-crystalline plates, portions of which are spanned by inter-crystalline bridges, giving a shish-kebab structure. 130 PE ballistic fibers exhibit a shish-kebab crystalline structure reported through AFM characterization by Strawhecker and Cole. 131 It was mentioned earlier that post failure investigation of impacted fabrics showed deformation and failure modes, including permanent transverse compressive deformation, fibrillation and transverse shear (cutting) failure. Aramid and UHMWPE fibers can sustain a large amount of transverse compressive strain, likely due to their fibrillar network. Figures 7(a) and (b) show scanning electron microscopy (SEM) pictures of a Dyneema Õ SK76 single fiber and a Dyneema Õ fiber deformed by a razor blade, respectively. Fiber is seen to spread along the length of the blade. When subjected to transverse compression, KM2 and Dyneema Õ SK76 fibers spread to a great extent, with the compressed width to diameter ratio attaining 3.5 and 4.5, respectively, at $70% nominal strains, as shown in Figures 7(c) and (d) . These lower length scale experiments at the fiber and fibril levels provide insights into the deformation and failure modes that occur during impact and allow for the design of new materials with improved properties. For example, nanoindentation studies 124 indicated the highest levels of fiber-fiber friction are achieved with a minimum particle size, which then becomes a material design parameter. These experiments also clearly indicate the presence of multi-axial loading and the importance of accounting for them in the modeling failure criterion to accurately predict failure.
Modeling of fibrils, fibers, yarns, single layer and multi-layer fabrics
Validated numerical models with predictive capability are valuable engineering tools for the design and development of protective systems and to gain insights into the mechanisms governing the impact response. Mechanical characterization experiments at different length scales and strain rates are imperative in the development of high-fidelity numerical models. FE modeling using commercially available explicit FE codes is the most common numerical modeling technique to predict the impact response.
Fabric length scale FE modeling of ballistic fabrics
Most of the fabric length scale modeling in the literature looked at comparing the model predictions of projectile residual velocity to the experimental data. Unit cell representative volume element (RVE) techniques based on shell element modeling of fabrics have been adopted by various researchers [133] [134] [135] [136] (see Figures 8(a)  and (b) ). The approach here is to model fabric at the continuum scale accounting for the yarn interactions through contact forces computed from equilibrium at the cross-overs with zero through thickness stress and strain. One of the challenges for membrane modeling approaches is to develop constitutive models that accurately describe the lower length scale deformation mechanisms. A membrane element model 137 with viscoelastic and strain rate-dependent behavior of the Twaron fabric showed good agreement between the numerical and experimental residual velocity. However, the limitations of this approach, as also recognized by Lim et al., 137 include the inability to capture mechanisms such as yarn-yarn friction, unraveling of yarns, slipping through of the projectile and woven architecture, as shown in Figures 1(b 
), (c) and (d).
Another approach is to use an empirically based constitutive model (based on fabric-level experiments) and model the fabric as an equivalent continuum using shell elements, as shown in Figure 8(a) . 138, 139 Yet another approach 61 adopted a classical laminated plate theory to develop a homogenized continuum constitutive model for Kevlar fabrics using 2D plane stress elements in ABAQUS. Other homogenized modeling approaches include the works by Nadler et al., 140 Boljen and Hermaier, 141 Grujicic et al. 142 and Erol et al. 143 Here the fabric in-plane behavior is decoupled from the thickness direction, assuming zero outof-plane normal stress. Given the significant transverse compressive deformation observed in fibers and also predicted by fiber-level models (discussed later), it is imperative for the homogenized models to carry over that information at higher length scales to accurately capture all the sources of energy absorption. Most of the fabric-level modeling does not incorporate the statistical nature of failure. Nonetheless researchers, in general, showed good correlations of model predictions to experiments (for example, residual velocity) by introducing calibration parameters such as element removal criterion (erosion strain). The major disadvantage of these modeling approaches is the introduction of parameters that must be fit to impact experiments on each fabric type of interest. A key assumption in homogenized modeling is the problem of interest must have length scales greater than the characteristic yarn spacing (for example, in a plain weave Kevlar K706 fabric, the yarn spacing is 0.75 mm). However, the impact event is more 'local' and the relation to the characteristic projectile geometry should be taken into account. For instance, a sharp nosed projectile can push through the fibers within a yarn 40 and also a projectile may 'window' through the fabric with no yarn failure. 148 The 'local' nature of the impact event is indicated by a small degradation of the tensile properties of yarns that are extracted from a shoot pack away from the impact location. 149 Strain wave reflection, noted by Freeston and Claus, 150 at the yarn cross-overs can increase the strain level depending on the reflection coefficient. Although the length and width of the fabric are larger than the thickness, impact is a 'local' event causing significant transverse deformation initially, which is largely neglected by the continuum scale homogenized approaches. In general, information related to lower length scale mechanisms, shown in Figure 1 , is lost in homogenization. A holistic multi-scale modeling methodology based on fundamental fiber properties, taking into account all the important energy absorbing mechanisms, is needed for a truly predictive model. A yarn length scale modeling resolution is needed to accurately predict the yarn pull out and inter-yarn friction mechanisms. Textile Research Journal 87 (8) Yarn length scale FE modeling of ballistic fabrics
The early yarn length scale model developed by Roylance 151 and Cunniff et al. 152 modeled the warp and fill yarns with a pair of nodes connected by massless elements, with the nodes being coupled through a spring. The transverse compression of the yarn is accounted for with a nonlinear spring and bending stiffness with a torsional spring. The yarn crimping significantly slows down the transverse wave speeds and yarn-yarn interaction via coupling springs has a major effect on the ballistic response. 152 Pin-jointed viscoelastic bar elements 153, 154 are used to model the woven aramid fabric and are reported to be able to capture the sliding of yarns and hence wedging of the projectile through the fabric. The pin-jointed approach indicates ballistic response is affected by the coefficient of friction between the yarns. 155 Novotny et al., 156 using a similar approach, concluded the smallest inter-layer gap results in the highest rate of initial specific energy absorption. The pin-jointed approach does not necessarily account for the friction at the yarn cross-overs, accurate transverse compression and fiber-fiber interactions.
The meso-scale yarn-level 3D orthotropic continuum model is developed by explicitly modeling all the yarns in a fabric using solid FE elements, as shown Figure 8(c) . 48, 144, 157, 158 Modeling at the yarn length scale using solid elements allows capturing the yarn undulations and inter-yarn friction directly, unlike the pin-jointed bar element models. Yarn-level FE models also allow understanding the effect of projectile shape and friction between the yarns during impact. 159, 160 The yarn-yarn friction is reported 144, 161, 162 to play a major role in the energy absorption during impact by increasing the impact load. However, it is reported by many researchers that this level of detailed modeling is computationally very expensive.
Researchers also employed multi-scale global/local approaches combining yarn and fabric length scales, shown in Figure 8(d) , leading to computationally efficient models. Here the woven architecture is modeled around the impact site and fabric length scale (membrane shell elements) away from the impact location. 163 The two length scales are connected by tied interfaces. Rao et al. 164 used 3D solid elements with yarn length scale around the impact site (local) and homogenized solid elements at the far field (global) region. This approach maintained the same areal density for both local and global regions and matched impedances across the interfaces to avoid spurious wave reflections. Nilakantan et al. 145 developed hybrid element analysis (HEA), which used solid elements for the yarn length scale around the impact site (local) transitioning into woven shell elements and finally homogenized membrane shell elements for the far field (global) region.
This approach leads to a significantly reduced computational expense compared to a full 3D yarn length scale model. Similar yarn length scale and multi-scale modeling approaches include the works by Gogineni et al., 165 Gu, 166 Sun et al., 167 Grujicic et al., 142 Jia et al., 168 Yen et al. 169 and Jiang et al. 170 There is limited yarn-level multi-scale modeling that takes into account the fiber-fiber interactions and fiber properties other than axial tension. Zohdi and Powell 171 and Zohdi 172 developed a multi-scale model where yarns are modeled as a 2D network. The behavior of the yarn is based on a single fiber behavior, taking into account the misalignment of fibers. The random misalignment of fibers results in progressive failure of fibers and also causes difference in the response from yarn to yarn. A similar multi-scale approach adopts a handshaking process between the fabric, yarn and fiber length scales. 173, 174 Although limited, there is some work on the probabilistic modeling approach by mapping the statistical strength distribution of yarns onto the yarn length scale FE model to capture the probability of fabric penetration as a function of the projectile impact velocity. 175, 176 For the yarn-level orthotropic continuum FE models, all the Poisson's ratios are assumed to be zero and the transverse and shear modulus are assumed to be three orders of magnitude smaller than the longitudinal modulus (and are also an order of magnitude lower than the transverse modulus of an individual fiber) to represent the thread-like yarn behavior. 177 An actual 600 denier Kevlar KM2 yarn consists of 400 individual 12 mm diameter fibers. These continuum approaches do not accurately account for the transverse compression response of yarns where fiber compression, progressive fiber failure, fiber-fiber contact and friction and fiber spreading within a yarn are important physically observed deformation mechanisms. Again a multi-scale modeling methodology taking into account all the important energy absorbing mechanisms is necessary for a truly predictive model.
Fiber length scale FE modeling of ballistic fabrics
At the fiber length scale, Durville 178 developed an enriched kinematical 3D beam model to represent deformation of the fiber cross-section considering contact and friction between the fibers. Wang et al. 146 developed the digital element method (DEM) to simulate the ballistic impact of textile fabrics wherein the hundreds of fibers in a yarn are represented as an assembly of digital fibers using a few rod elements connected by frictionless pins, as shown in Figure 8 (e). The DEM uses contact elements to model contact between the fibers, the contact stiffness for fiber-fiber compression being calculated using the fiber transverse modulus. A later study implemented a nonlinear elastic-plastic model for the contact forces between the digital elements and concluded that energy loss due to fiber transverse plastic deformation significantly affects the ballistic resistance of a fabric. 179 While this approach may be effective in eliminating interpenetrations, it does not account for the Poisson's ratio effect in the plane of the isotropy, evolution of a large contact width observed experimentally 96 and contact forces between fibers.
In an approach similar to the DEM, the 3D beam elements shown in Figure 8 (f) are employed to model Kevlar KM2 fibers with a user-defined contact algorithm to specify the transverse properties. 147 This approach indicated fiber transverse properties, fiberfiber and fiber-projectile friction play a major role in the penetration resistance and hence ballistic performance of the fabric. The most recent studies use independently measured fiber properties to study these interactions. Nilakantan 148 used solid elements to model all the 400 KM2 fibers within a yarn subjected to impact by a hemi-cylindrical projectile and observed flattening and spreading of fibers. At the impact velocities considered (100-120 m/s), the models predicted a spreading wave that propagated along the length of the yarn resulting in progressive spreading of the fibers. The models also predicted the projectile residual velocity being sensitive to the transverse and shear properties. However, the FE discretization used for fibers by Nilakantan 148 is not adequate to capture significant deformations in transverse compression at experimental yarn breaking speeds. None of these numerical approaches have been experimentally validated through direct correlation with transverse compressive loading of a single fiber.
Sockalingam et al. 180, 181 developed fiber length scale FE models to understand the complicated yarn transverse impact experimental results. To gain insight into the fiber-level mechanisms, they systematically studied the QS and dynamic compressive response of a single fiber and yarn by explicitly modeling all 400 fibers (of diameter 12 mm) in a 600 denier KM2 yarn with the mesh discretization determined from the single fiber study. The study revealed a large extent of fiber spreading due to the fiber-fiber contact interactions. The significant role of fiber-fiber contact in spreading, frictional interactions and deformation of individual fibers predicted by the model were consistent with experimental observations. Comparison to a homogenized yarn model indicated the need for a nonlinear material model to accurately capture the transverse compression response.
A study by Sockalingam et al. 182 on single fiber transverse impact using a 3D FE model predicted a dispersive flexural wave mode due to the finite longitudinal shear modulus of the KM2 fiber. The FE model predictions were consistent with an analytical solution derived based on the theory of flexural waves in thin rods for an infinite Euler-Bernoulli beam subjected to a constant velocity impact at its mid span. They further studied the yarn transverse impact 7 at the fiber length scale by explicitly modeling all the fibers in a yarn using a 3D FE model, shown in Figures 8(f) and (g) . At the short time scale the fibers undergo significant transverse compressive deformation ($80% true compressive strains at 500 m/s impact) sufficient to induce fibrillation with little spreading resulting in multi-axial stress states, as shown in Figure 9 . The fiber-level model revealed complicated dynamic fiber kinematics and mechanisms with a dispersive flexural wave and a spreading wave. The flexural wave results in bending of fibers and significantly higher axial stresses under the impact and at the clamped end compared to a homogenized yarn-level model. The curvatures due to bending in the fiber are significant enough to cause axial compressive kinking and fibrillation under the impact. The fibers experience multi-axial stress states, non-uniform loading and progressive failure, depending on their spatial location. The multi-axial loading, flexural wave induced axial compression, fiber bounce and progressive loading are mechanisms that may explain experimentally observed lower breaking speed for yarns than in the classic analytic solution. However, the model does not account for the misalignment and statistical failure of fibers.
There has been limited investigation of fiber length scale modeling in the literature due to the computational intensity of the models. However, with advances in computing power more research is being focused on the lower length scales to understand the fundamental deformation and failure mechanisms. Most recently, Recchia et al. 183 developed a filament model of 600 denier KM2 yarn incorporating different levels of twists in the fibers using beam elements. Up to a certain level of twist (3 twists per inch (TPI)), the yarn tensile strength is found to increase due to outer filaments being stressed more than the inner ones, whereas a high level of twist (10 TPI) reduces the ultimate tensile strength due to high local stress concentrations. Xia and Nadler 174 noted that misalignment of fibers affects the stiffness and failure of yarns. The fiber-level modeling resolution allows studying the effect of diameter and number of fibers, statistical strength distribution, degree of twist and so on, for different loading scenarios and hence the impact response.
Fiber-level modeling indicates progressive failure of fibers, significant transverse compression and curvature-induced compressive kinking leading to fibrillation failure. There is also experimental evidence on fibrillation of fibers subjected to transverse compression, compressive kinking and axial tension. To better understand fibrillation and fibril failure, a lower length scale modeling approach is necessary.
Inelastic material response
Most of the modeling work discussed in this section so far assumes an elastic behavior for the material at different length scales (fabric, yarn and fiber). However, the fiber transverse compression QS experimental results clearly indicate a very small elastic limit (1.25% strain for KM2 fiber) and an inelastic behavior of the material with negligible strain recovery upon unloading. 184 The transverse compressive response of the fibers at high rates of deformation is not well understood. The role of this inelastic transverse compression behavior and the associated energy absorption during impact is also not well understood. The inelastic compressive behavior may result in dissipative effects and may influence the evolution of axial strains in the material and hence its failure. Therefore, to accurately predict energy absorption and failure, future work must consider the inelastic material constitutive behavior at high rates of loading.
Fibril length scale molecular dynamics modeling of ballistic fibrils
Recently there has been an increasing interest in characterizing the material properties under dynamic loading using molecular simulations due to the advances in computational power. Simulations with the ab initio principle are more accurate but computationally very expensive, even with state-of-art computational capability. Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that solve Newton's equations of motion 185 are less expensive. The empirical force fields used in the classical MD simulations are derived based on experimental and ab initio calculations. The accuracy of the simulation depends on the choice of force field for atomic interactions in the system. For computational efficiency in both the length-and time-scale, united atom and coarse grain approaches are adopted in the classical molecular simulations. 186 Since experimentation at the fibril length scale is very challenging, molecular simulation is an excellent alternative tool to characterize the materials and get insight into the behavior of the materials under impact conditions. Molecular simulations on Kevlar reported in the literature mainly studied the elastic and strength properties under tensile and compressive loads rather than dedicatedly focusing on the multi-axial loading and ballistic performance. Recently, Grujicic et al. [187] [188] [189] studied the properties of PPTA using classical MD simulations. They used the non-reactive force field COMPASS (Condensed-phase Optimized Molecular Potentials for Atomistic Simulation Studies) 190 to represent the atomic interactions. In one study, 187 they investigated the effects of microstructural and topological defects such as chain ends, inorganicsolvent impurities, chain misalignments and sheet stacking fault on the strength, ductility and stiffness of PPTA fibril. The presence of these defects decreases the mechanical properties of PPTA fibrils. However, some specific properties are found to be particularly sensitive to the presence of certain defects. For example, longitudinal tensile properties are found to be the most sensitive to the presence of chain ends, in-sheet transverse properties to the presence of chain misalignments and cross-sheet transverse properties to the presence of sheet stacking faults. From the fibril model properties, they proposed a fiber and yarn-level material model considering fibril-level crystallographic and morphological defects. 188 In another study, 189 they investigated the effects of prior-axial compression and torsion on the longitudinal tensile behavior of PPTA fibrils and the role of various micro-structural/topological defects affecting this behavior. In the presence of defects, prior-axial compression Figure 9 . Contours of short time scale compressive strains at 500 m/s impact. 7 and torsion degrades the longitudinal tensile strength. However, prior-axial compression and torsion do not degrade the longitudinal tensile strength of a perfect PPTA fibril, since there is no permanent change in the PPTA micro-structure after removal of these preloads. Determining strength properties using the nonreactive force fields is questionable, since these force fields do not capture the bond breaking phenomena. Therefore, analyzing the structure and mechanical properties of Kevlar with a reactive force field is necessary to further our understanding on the deformation and failure mechanisms.
There is some evidence in the literature indicating the presence of compressive kink bands in polymer composites under ballistic impact, 191 indicating the multi-axial loading. The curvature predicted by the single fiber transverse impact model 182 is physically induced by wrapping single KM2 fibers around a Boron fiber with a curvature of $18 mm. A characteristic kink band density of 70 per mm and an approximate angle of 60 o are observed. Figure 10 (a) shows a SEM picture of the kink bands. 192 The MD model of Kevlar subjected to axial compression, as shown in Figure 10 (b), indicates that kinking initiates through the lateral deflection of the Kevlar chains in a direction normal to the plane containing the hydrogen bonds. While MD models predict kinking at high rates of loading, further experimental studies are needed to understand the kink band formation at high rates. However, the ratio of the characteristic distance between the kinks to the model thickness is found to be in good agreement with the experiment.
Fibrillation of fibers under impact is a predominant failure mechanism that is not well understood. Recently, Mayo and Wetzel 193 studied the cut resistance and failure of single fibers and reported significant deformation, delamination and progressive fibril failure of Kevlar fibers, depending on the blade angle.
Thomas et al. 194 and Lomicka et al. 195 used MD simulations to predict the properties of Kevlar fibrils. The MD models predicted higher elastic modulus in tension than the experimental values, which they attributed to the lack of defects in the model. MD models not only provide insight into how molecular and fibril-level properties may affect the fiber properties, but also assist in designing materials with improved properties. For instance, Thomas et al. 194 used fragments of CNTs along with Kevlar fibrils in their MD simulations and predicted a 10% higher tensile failure stress compared to a Kevlar-only system. As discussed earlier, interfibrillar shear is an important mechanism during nanoindentation and in energy absorption associated with particle-impregnated fabrics. However, modeling efforts to investigate and better understand this mechanism are scant. Recchia et al. 196 developed a nanoscale FE model to account for the fibrillar microstructure of Kevlar fibers to predict the axial tensile response of the fiber. They used a cohesive zone model to mimic the inter-fibrillar interaction forces. Based on a parametric study, they showed fibril response is strongly dependent on the cohesive interactions. Alternatively, MD simulations may be used to rigorously determine the inter-fibrillar response, which can then be used in fibril-level FE models. 197 Unlike Kevlar, there are numerous molecular simulation studies on PE. [198] [199] [200] [201] [202] [203] Some of them used united-atom and coarse grain approaches to reduce the computational cost. Most of the simulations focused on the characterization of microstructures, elastic and strength properties, thermal properties and deformation of the bulk amorphous polymer rather than focusing on structural ballistic PE fibers, which have a hierarchical structure consisting of a crystalline and an amorphous phase. There is limited work on characterizing the behavior of the PE fibers under dynamic impact and the associated deformation and Figure 10 . (a) Scanning electron microscopy picture of kink bands on a single KM2 fiber. 192 (b) Kinking predicted by the molecular dynamics model. 192 damage mechanisms. Mattsson et al. 204 conducted quantum and classical MD simulations of PE under shock compression to study the accuracy of the different empirical force fields. Recently, Chantawansri et al. 205 also conducted shock Hugoniot calculation of polymer using the quantum and the MD methods. They produced the principle shock Hugoniot curve and compared this with the available experimental results.
Conclusions
The deformation and failure mechanisms during the ballistic impact of a flexible woven textile fabric are complicated, involving multiple length and time scales affected by anisotropic material behavior, projectile geometry-fabric interactions, impact velocity and boundary conditions. This paper reviewed the recent research in modeling and experiments of important mechanisms and deformation modes of these materials (particularly Kevlar and PE) at different length scales and strain rates. Although fiber-specific toughness and longitudinal wave speed are important properties affecting the ballistic performance, this review indicates other properties and mechanisms, such as fiber transverse compression, longitudinal shear, multi-axial loading response, flexural wave, different longitudinal tensile and compressive moduli, fibrillation, statistical fiber failure and fiber-fiber interactions, play a major role in the energy absorption during impact. Important information governing energy absorption is lost while homogenizing to higher length scales. The transverse impact on fabrics requires a multi-scale modeling approach from fibrils to multi-layers. In general, there is limited research reported in the literature on the experiments and modeling of these materials at lower length scales (fiber-level and lower). Some key points based on the review are as follows.
(i) Some of the complex mechanisms observed in fabric length scale impact experiments are as follows: transverse shear and compression failure of the initial layers; pyramidal wave propagation; yarn pull out; inter-yarn friction; progressive fiber failure; slipping through of the sharp nosed projectiles; spreading and flattening of fibers and fibrillation. Lower length scale experiments are necessary to better understand these mechanisms and the associated energy absorption. (ii) Fiber-fiber interactions and progressive fiber failure during the transverse impact of a yarn are not well understood, as most of the impact experiments reported in the literature focused on transverse wave speed and angle. (iii) The load transfer and energy absorption mechanisms at lower length scales are not well understood. This understanding will provide opportunities to design better materials to achieve optimum impact performance. There are opportunities to better understand the HSR transverse compression response and the role of transverse properties of the fiber during impact. (iv) Fibrillation is an important failure mode for the high-performance Kevlar and PE ballistic fibers, which is poorly understood. Molecular simulation of fibrils along with nano-scale experimentation may help to provide insights into the failure process. (v) Characterization of fibers subjected to multi-axial loading at different strain rates can improve the predictive capability of the models. This necessitates experiments with multi-axial loading at different strain rates to accurately predict fiber failure. (vi) Most of the modeling approaches do not consider the experimentally observed inelastic transverse compression behavior of the fiber. Future modeling efforts at different length scales must consider this to accurately predict the energy absorption and failure. (vii) Most of the modeling approaches do not incorporate the statistical nature of failure. To improve the predictive capability of the models it is important to incorporate the statistical nature of material failure. (viii) In general, element removal (erosion strain) is used in ballistic impact FE models to model material failure. Erosion strain is used to remove the heavily distorted elements that would otherwise significantly reduce the computational time step. However, erosion strain is known to be mesh dependent and can alter the results. To accurately predict failure, mesh objective/regularization techniques and nonlocal approaches such as peridynamics 206, 207 may be considered. (ix) Modeling at the lower length scales helps one to understand the responsible load transfer and energy absorption mechanisms. Opportunities exist to understand the effect of the different fiber longitudinal tensile and compressive moduli, fiber misalignment, twist, undulations, statistical strength distribution, strain ratedependent multi-axial failure, transverse permanent deformation and so on. It is also imperative to account for these mechanisms in order to accurately predict material failure. (x) Morphology-dependent properties and failure during impact are observed. To develop new protective materials, it would be useful to conduct MD simulations at high strain rates to understand the morphology change in the fiber microstructure and associated energy absorbing mechanisms.
